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Abstract

Based on three explicitly defined types of VO sequences in Chinese:
(1) words, (2) idiom phrases, and (3) dual status — words and phrases
(Huang 1984; Her 1992,1993), this paper argues for a lexicalist synchronic
account of this variation. Diachronically this variation is the consequence
of two competing processes, lexicalization and ionization (Her 1993);
synchronically, however, the two process-oriented solutions, lexicalization
and ionization, both defy generalization and complicate the grammar, leav-
ing lexical listing a better alternative.

1. Background

VO sequences that have been loosely identified as "VO compounds" in
the literature of Chinese linguistics can be explicitly classified into three
types in terms of their linguistic form and associated functions: (1) those
used only as words, (2) those used only as phrases, and (3) those of dual
status: lexical and phrasal (Huang 1984; Her 1992). From a diachronic
perspective, it has been established within the thesis of grammatical
interaction (e.g. Hsieh 1989, 1992a, 1992b; Du Bois 1985; Sadock 1991;
Newmeyer 1991a, 1991b) that this variation is a natural result of the
constant competition between lexicalization, a process that turns VO
phrases into VO compounds, and ionization, the syntactic strategy that
reverses a word into a VO phrase (Her 1992, 1993).

In light of the three different types and the historical account of this
variation of VO sequences, this paper examines the previous accounts in
Chao (1968), Jin (1991), and Huang (1984) and supports a lexicalist
synchronic solution of this variation.1 This paper is organized as follows:
section 2 identifies the three types of VO sequences; section 3 then lists
the three possible solutions for this variation and presents an in-depth
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discussion on the problematic ionization solution. The lexicalization
account is deliberated in section 4, and the dual-listing solution is sup-
ported in section 5. Concluding remarks are given in section 6.

2. Three types of VO sequences

In order to carry on a meaningful discussion on "VO compounds," one
must first explicitly define what a VO compound is. The term "com-
pound" is unfortunately often used incorrectly. Li and Thompson (1981),
for example, include many VO sequences that are obviously VO phrases,
such as shoul huangS 'tell lies', in their discussion of so-called "VO
compounds." Compounding, in the standard sense as a word-formation
process, involves the creation of a word out of two or more words (e.g.
Starosta 1988: 251) or roots (e.g. Kaplan 1995: 85). A VO compound is
thus a lexical unit (of an X-zero category in X-bar terms) whose inner
structure is of a [V +O] origin (Her 1991, 1994). An important feature
that distinguishes lexical units from phrasal units is of course lexical
integrity. A version of the lexical integrity principle is stated in Huang
(1984: 60) as the lexical integrity hypothesis (LIH):

The lexical integrity hypothesis:
No phrase-level rule may affect a proper subpart of a word.

A sensible way to identify a VO sequence as a compound is therefore
to demonstrate that no phrase-level rule may affect the two subparts, V
and O. Lexical integrity thus also entails that a VO sequence whose VO
structure is affected by any syntactic rule must be recognized as a phrase.
Huang's version of lexical integrity is stated in the strongest possible
terms in suggesting that the internal structure of words is not accessible
to any phrase-level rule and thus entails strict modularity of syntax and
lexicon. Some researchers have argued, however, that lexical structures
may in certain cases be accessible to syntactic processes (e.g. Cho and
Sells 1995; Mohanan 1995; Bresnan and Mchombo 1995). In adopting
Huang's version, I am not claiming that strict lexical integrity can be
maintained universally; however, it should be the starting working
hypothesis and relaxed only as a necessary compromise. According to
the lexical integrity hypothesis, then, there could logically exist three
types of VO sequences: (1) those that behave only as words, (2) those
that behave only as phrases, and (3) those that behave as words and
phrases in different environments.
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2.1. VO sequences as words only

Genuine VO compounds are found in all major lexical categories, such
as adverb, for example zhuan3yan3 (turn eye) 'instantly', zhao4chang2
(follow normality) 'as usual', and dao4di3 (reach bottom) 'after all'; noun,
for example bang3tui3 (tie leg) 'gaiter', zhen3tou2 (rest head) 'pillow',
and Hng3shi4 (lead affair) '(diplomatic) consul'; and most importantly,
verb. Verbs form by far the majority of VO compounds and will be the
focus of our discussion. VO verbs can be further classified into three
subtypes in terms of transitivity: (1) intransitive, (2) transitive, and
(3) semitransitive (Her 1991, 1994);2 Table 1 offers some examples.

As stated earlier, in order to establish the status of a genuine VO
compound, one should demonstrate that no phrase-level rule may affect
the two subparts, V and O. Although it is not practical to enumerate
and test each and every syntactic process, several facts do indicate that
no phrase-level rules may affect the inner VO structure of these com-
pounds. First of all, no grammatical elements, including aspect markers,
can come in between V and O, as in (1). (The only possible exception
to this is the A-not-AB construction, which I will discuss momentarily.)
In cases where verb copying is possible (cf. Chang 1991), the second
occurrence of the verb has to be the entire VO, never just V by itself, as
in (2); whereas in a phrasal [verb + object] construction, the "copied"
form can only be the verb, as in (5). Furthermore, the answer to a yes-no
question, V-not-VO question, or VO-not-VO question cannot be the V

Table 1. VO compounds that function only as words3

2.

3.

Intransitive:
shilwang4
de2yi4
chuan2shen2
wang4wo3

Transitive:
Iiu2yi4
guanlxinl
chulbanS
tiao2ji4

Semitransitive:
zai4hang2
na3shou3
guo4mu4
wen4jinl

(lose hope) 'be disappointed'
(gain will) 'be proud'
(convey spirit) 'be animated'
(forget I) 'be absorbed'

(keep intent) Observe'
(shut heart) 'be concerned about'
(produce plate) 'publish'
(mix dose) 'adjust'

(at profession) 'be good at'
(take hand) 'be good at'
(pass eye) 'skim through'
(ask ferry) 'show interest in'
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subpart alone. It must be the entire VO verb, as in (3) and (4); whereas
in a phrasal [verb + object] construction like (6), no such restrictions
apply. Finally, a nonecho wh-question cannot be formed with she2me
'what' in the place of the Ο in VO compound verbs, as in (7),4 again
unlike a syntactic object, as in (8)

(1) *Tal shil-le-wang4.
he was disappointed
'He was concerned about me.'

(2) Wo3 Iiu2yi4 tal Iiu2* (yi4) le hen3 jiu35.
I observe he observe PERF6 very long
CI have watched him for a long time.'

(3) q: Tal guanlxinl ni3 mal?
he concerned you PTCL
Is he concerned about you?'

a: (Bu4) guanl* (xinl).
(4) q: Yinglwen2, tal zai4 (hang2) -bu4-zai4hang2?

English he ZAI HANG not good at
Is he good at English?'

a: (Bu4) zai4* (hang2).
(5) Wo3 xi3 chel xi3 (*chel) le hen3 jiu3.

I wash car wash car PERF very long
Ί have been washing the car for a long time.'

(6) q: tal jiaol-bu4-jiaol yinglwen2?
he teach not teach English
'Does he teach English?'

a: (Bu4) jiaol (yinglwen2).
(7) *Tal shilshe2me?

he disappointed
(8) Tal mai3 she2me?

he buy what
'What does he buy?'

One might suspect that in a V-not-VO question form of a VO
compound, lexical integrity is violated, as zai4 bu2 zai4hang2 in sentence
(4). However, the general A-not-AB construction, of which V-not-VO
is one instance, is not a syntactic process, a position upheld in both
Huang (1984: 75; 1988), where the reduplication of A is postsyntactic
and phonological, and Dai (1990, 1991), where the reduplication is
morphological. The two competing accounts thus both preserve lexical
integrity.7
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2.2. VO sequences as (idiom) phrases only

Aside from the straightforward regular [verb -f object] phrases, there are
also VO idioms, with nonliteral meaning available within certain struc-
tural constraints. It is commonly assumed that such idiom phrases are
lexically encoded. It is the idiom phrases that are of particular concern
to us here, for they have often been misidentified as VO compounds. As
Huang (1984: 73) has pointed out, the majority of the so-called "VO
compound" verbs in previous discussions, such as Chao (1968), Lu
(1982), and Li and Thompson (1981), are in fact idiom phrases under a
more explicit definition.

Unlike type 1 VO compounds, the [verb + object] structure of type 2
idiom phrases is assigned through, and thus accessible to, syntactic rules.
Therefore, in accordance with the lexical integrity hypothesis, they must
be phrases. Examples are shown in Table 2.

Since the [VO] structure here is syntactically transparent, additional
phrasal elements, such as aspect markers as in (9), possessive NPs as in
(10), and various adjunctive modifiers as in (11)-(12), can appear
between V and O.8

(9) Tal hai2zai4 shengl zhe qi4.
he still generate PROG air
'He is still being angry.5

(10) Tal kail ni3 de wan2xiao4.
he open you POSS joke
Ήβ is joking with you.'

(11) Tal xi3huanl chil nen4 do4fu3.
he like eat tender tofu
Ήβ likes to eat tender tofu.' OR
Ήβ likes to flirt with the young ones.'

(12) Tal dei3 kail ji3 ci4 daol?
he must open how-many time knife
'How many times must he operate?'

Table 2. VO sequences that function only as phrases

shengl . . qi4
kail..wan2xiao4
kail... daol
chil..dou4fu3
chil..ruan3 fan4
chil..cu4
qiao4..bian4zi
tai2..gang4

(generate., air)
(open., joke)
(open... knife)
(eat., tofu)
(eat.. soft rice)
(eat., vinegar)
(stick up., pigtail)
(carry., lever)

'be angry at'
'joke'
Operate (surgically)'
'tease (flirtatiously)'
'(man) live off a woman'
'be jealous'
'kick the bucket'
'argue'
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Due to their idiomatic nature, some of the type 2 VO sequences, such
as (11), may be ambiguous with a predictable compositional reading and
a conventionalized idiomatic reading. Also, each VO idiom may have its
(largely unpredictable) restrictions in terms of syntactic processes, such
as internal modification, quantification, specification, topicalization, ba
construction, bei construction, deletion, anaphora, etc. It is the idiom's
noncompositional or nonliteral meaning together with the particular
syntactic environments where such reading is available that need to be
specified in the lexicon.

Finally, one might question the strict lexical integrity again regarding
idioms whose idiomatic reading is available only in a highly constrained
syntactic context. In the case of qiao4..bian4zi 'kick the bucket', for
example, the only element that is allowed between V, qiao4, and O,
bian4zi, is the aspect marker le. One might thus suggest that it can be
treated as a compound rather than an idiom phrase, if lexical integrity
may be relaxed a bit to allow le insertion. Such an account, however,
would have difficulty explaining why such compounds, unlike the majority
of compounds, need to be marked for this le insertion and why, among
the three aspect markers, zhe, guo, and le, only le violates lexical integrity.
The idiom solution, however, maintains two generalizations: idiosyncratic
constraints on idioms are lexically specified, and no phrase-level rule may
violate lexical integrity.

2.3. VO sequences of dual status

There are certain VO sequences that are of dual status in that they
function both as words and as idiom phrases in different environments.
Unlike type 1 VO compounds and type 2 VO idioms, instances of type 3
are scarce, but their sheer existence calls for careful examination and an
explanatory account. Table 3 lists the ones that I have identified so far.

Note that "dual status" does not mean that a VO sequence is both
lexical and phrasal in a given context. Rather, a type 3 VO sequence may
behave exactly like a word in one environment and yet behave like a

Table 3. VO sequences of dual status

danl-xinl
fangl-xinl
fu4-ze2
bangl-mang2
youl-mo4

(carry-heart)
(release-heart)
(bear-duty)
(help-business)
(humor)

'worry'
'not worried*
'be responsible'
'help'
'joke'
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phrase elsewhere. Thus, formally a VO sequence is either a VO com-
pound, where the VO structure is word-internal and unaffected by any
syntactic rule, or a VO phrase, whose VO structure is affected by one or
more phrase-level rules.9 Therefore, in a given environment a type 3
sequence is never ambiguous in its status. To be more precise, when a
VO sequence of type 3 is followed by another NP, it functions as a single
transitive verb, as shown in (13a). The only alternative is to treat danl
and xinl as separate categories, each accessible to syntactic rules, as
in(13b).

(13) a. Tal [danlxinl]vni3.
he worry you
'He worries about you.'

b. Tal [danl]v [xinl]NP [ni3]NP.
he carry heart you
'He worries about you.'

Huang (1984) rejects (13b) according to bis phrase structure constraint
(PSC) that in Chinese a verb may not be followed by more than one
constituent. Other independent evidence is also available. This structure
of (13b) suggests that danl is ditransitive, similar to verbs such as gei3
'give' and qiangB 'rob', with a direct object and an indirect object. Yet,
the fact that danl, unlike other ditransitive verbs (see [14]), cannot be
separated from xinl in this particular usage (as in [15]) negates this
possibility. Moreover, the fact that danl xinl in 13 can have an aspect
marker attached to it (see [16]) positively identifies it as an independent
transitive verb.

(14) Tal gei3 le ni3 xin4xinl.
he give PERF you confidence
'He gave you confidence.'

(15) *Tal danl Ie/zhe/guo4 xinl tal.
he carry PERF/PROG/XPRN heart he
'You was/am/have worried about him.'

(16) Tal danlxinl zhe ni3
he worry PROG you
'He is worrying about you.'

All of the syntactic tests for type 1 compounds, such as the A-not-AB
question form in (17) and the yes-no question form in (18), among
others, also confirm that transitive danlxinl is a word.
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(17) q: Ni3 danl-bu4-danlxinl tal?
you DAN not worry he
'Are you worried about him?'

a: (Bu4)danl*(xinl).
(18) q: Ni3 danlxinl tal mal?

you worry he PTCL
'Are you worried about him?'

a: (Bu4)danl*(xinl).
Elsewhere, however, danL.xinl behaves like a VO idiom phrase, for

they may easily be separated, as shown in (19)-(22), and are subject to
various syntactic operations.
(19) Tal danl le ban4tianl xinl.

he carry PERF half-day heart
'He was worried for quite a while.'

(20) Ni3 she2me xinl ye3 bie2 danl
you what heart also don't carry
'You don't have to worry at all.'

(21) Zhei4 zhong3 xinl ni3 bie2 danl.
this kind heart you don't carry
'Don't you worry about such a thing.'

(22) Tal danl shei2 de xinl?
he carry who POSS heart
'Who is he worried about?'

Those critical of strict lexical integrity might again suggest that
danlxinl be treated as a compound that allows certain (arbitrary) syntac-
tic processes to access its lexical subparts danl and xinl. The same
arguments provided toward the end of section 2.2 and in note 6 apply
here as well against this unprincipled violation of lexical integrity.

3. Synchronic solutions and ionization

From the historical perspective, Her (1992, 1993) interprets the idiosyn-
crasies of VO idioms and compounds as consequences of lexical diffusion
(cf. e.g. Wang 1969; Chen and Wang 1975) in the lexicalization process
and attributes the variation of VO sequences to the interaction between
ionization and lexicalization, two competing processes. Compounds
(type 1) would obtain where lexicalization prevails over ionization, while
phrasal status (type 2) obtains when ionization prevails. When the compe-
tition between lexicalization and ionization is unresolved or ongoing,
lexical status and phrasal status would coexist and type 3 dual status
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obtains. While historical insights may certainly be relevant to synchronic
accounts, historical mechanisms are not the same as synchronic processes.
For instance, the fact that most prepositions in Modern Chinese emerged
via the grammaticalization of their predecessor verbs does not suggest
that synchronically prepositions should be listed as verbs and undergo a
category-shift process. Precisely as Huang (1984) has suggested, there
are three competing synchronic solutions: (1) ionization, (2) lexicaliza-
tion, and (3) dual listing.
1. Ionization: VO sequences of dual status are listed as words only in

the lexicon, with a reanalysis rule that relabels its two composing
subparts as phrasal categories under appropriate circumstances.

2. Lexicalization: VO sequences of dual status are listed solely as
phrases, which are lexicalized into words.

3. Dual listing: VO sequences of dual status are listed in the lexicon as
both words and phrases.

Ionization was first suggested by Chao (1968) in his description of the
phrasal behaviors of certain VO compounds; its theoretical implications
in a synchronic grammar, however, were not made clear until Huang
(1984). The ionization account has a type 3 VO sequence, for example
danl-xil, listed only as a word in the lexicon. Its necessary phrasal status
is considered the outcome of a synchronic reanalysis rule that splits, or
ionizes, a word into two parts, danl and xinl for example, and relabels
them as V and Ν respectively.

The first undesirable feature of the ionization solution is that it distin-
guishes between type 1 VO compounds like chulbanS publish' and type 3
compounds like danlxinl even though formally they behave the same.
In addition, while it must be barred from applying to type 1 compounds
to avoid the overgeneration of (nonexisting) VO phrases out of type 1
compounds, it must optionally apply to type 3 compounds in order to
generate their phrasal counterparts. More specifically, as Huang (1984:
70) notes, for type 3 VO compounds listed in the lexicon, ionization must
be stated as obligatory when they function as phrases. Equally implausible
is that when type 3 compounds function as words, ionization must be
obligatorily barred; an ad hoc stipulation indeed.

Type 2 VO idiom phrases present another disconcerting dilemma. If
type 2 phrases, such as chil.. dou4fu4 'flirt', are listed as words only, then
ionization must distinguish between type 2, to which ionization applies
obligatorily, and type 1 compounds, to which ionization is barred. This
would also mean that there is a class of words, type 2 base forms, that
are never used in the language as such. The better alternative is to list
type 2 idiom phrases as phrases in the lexicon and thus avoid ionization
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altogether. However, this is hardly satisfactory either, because now the
grammar distinguishes two types of VO idiom phrases, one, type 2, that
is listed in the lexicon, the other, type 3, that is generated by ionization.
Again, such a distinction is unnecessary and unfounded as there is no
principled difference in behavior between these VO idioms.

The most serious problem for ionization is that there is simply no
general way to state this ionization process. A newly generated VO idiom
phrase must be constrained in terms of semantic features and syntactic
behaviors. As shown in the examples in Tables 2 and 3, the idiomatic
meaning cannot be predicted from the composition of its parts. A couple
of examples should suffice to illustrate the kind of necessary yet arbitrary
syntactic constraints that ionization must impose on the newly generated
phrase for the idiomatic meaning to obtain. As is well known, idiom
phrases vary greatly in terms of their syntactic behavior (e.g. Wasow
et al. 1983; Her et al. 1994), such as internal modification, quantification,
definiteness, topicalization, ergativization, ba fronting, bei fronting, dele-
tion, anaphora, etc. A few examples are given in (23)-(28). (Note that
the # sign here indicates the nonexistence of the idiomatic reading
expressed in the English translation.)

(23) Tal danl le ban4tianl xinl.
he carry PERF half-day heart
Ήβ was worried for quite a while.'

(24) #Tal fang4 le ban4tianl xinl
he release PERF half-day heart
Ήβ has been unworried for quite a while.'

(25) Tal danl shei2 de xinl?
he carry whose POSS heart
'Who is he worried about?'

(26) #Talfang4 shei2de xinl?
you release who POSS heart
'Who is he not worried about?'

(27) Zhei4 zhong3 xinl ni3 bie2 danl.
this kind heart you don't carry
'Don't you worry about such a thing.'

(28) #Zhei4 zhong3 xinl ni3 bie2 fang4.
this kind heart you don't release
'Don't be unworried about this kind of affairs.'

Through ionization, [danlxinl]v and [fang41xinl}v would turn into the
idiom phrase [danl ]v.. [ xinl ]n and [fangl ]v.. [xinl ]n respectively.
However, this cannot be the end of the story. For [fangl]v..[xinl]n to
have its idiomatic meaning, syntactic constraints must be specified; for
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instance, xinl cannot be modified by a duration adjunct, as in (24), take
a possessor, as in (26), or be topicalized, as in (28). Although [danl]v..
[xinl]n seems to be free from these constraints (see [23], [25], and [27]),
it has its own unique set of syntactic requirements. Let's see a few more
examples.
(29) #Xinl,ni3 bie2 danl.

heart you don't carry
'Don't you be worried.'

(30) Wan2xiao4, ni3 bie2 kail,
joke you don't open
'Don't you joke around.'

(31) #Talba3xinl danl le.
he BA heart carry PERF
'He did worry.'

(32) Tal ba3 wan2xiao4 kailda4 le.
he BAjoke open big PERF
'His joke went overboard.'

While [xinl]n in the idiom [danl ]v..[xinl ]n can be topicalized when
modified by zhei4zhong3 'this kind' as in (27), it cannot be topicalized
by itself (see [29]). Furthermore, it cannot appear in a ba construction,
as in (31). Wari2xiao4, as in the idiom kail..wan2xiao4, on the other
hand, appears to be still freer, as in (30) and (32). To account for all
the idiosyncrasies, the ionization rule would have to be broken down to
as many individual sets of stipulations as there are applicable VO idioms.
This would certainly render the ionization analysis vacuous.

In support of Chao's ionization and against Huang's lexicalization
solution, Jin (1991: 43) offers his observation that native speakers "feel
more comfortable" with a dual-status VO sequence, such as danl-xinl,
as a single transitive verb than as an idiom phrase, and also that a dual-
status VO sequence can be used in a wider context as a word than as a
phrase. However, this claim contradicts his own citing of Huang's (1986)
statistics that only about 5% of VO sequences are transitive. In any event,
the degree of native speakers' comfort or frequency and context of use
have nothing to do with whether a linguistic expression is to be listed in
the lexicon or to be derived.10 Jin (1991: 45-45) further confuses the
issue by using examples of ionization as a mechanism of historical devel-
opment as evidence for a synchronic process.11

4. Lexicalization

Lexicalization would specify that a type 3 VO sequence, such as
danl-xinl, is listed only as an idiom phrase and that its word status is
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the outcome of a reanalysis rule that fuses the two words in the idiom
phrase into a single word. As it does to ionization, the conflicting status
of type 1 and type 2 VO sequences presents a similar dilemma to
lexicalization.

Consider type 1 VO compounds, such as de2yi4 'be proud', within the
lexicalization analysis. There are two alternatives, as Huang is amply
aware (1984: 73). One, they may be listed as phrases, as in [de2]v..[yi4]n
'be proud5, and lexicalization must be stated as obligatory. In this case,
the grammar would create a class of VO idiom phrases listed in the
lexicon but never used as such. Recall that there are also VO compounds
of nonverbal categories, such as adverbs, like zhuan3yan3 (turn-eye)
'instantaneously', and nouns, like bang3tui3 (tie-leg) 'gaiter'. The gram-
mar would be made too powerful to be revealing if synchronically a noun
or adverb were to be obligatorily derived from a lexically listed verbal
phrase. The better alternative is of course to list all type 1 compounds
as words in the lexicon. However, now the grammar distinguishes two
different types of VO compounds: one that is listed in the lexicon (type 1),
and the other that can only be generated through lexicalization (type 3);
but formally there is no difference whatsoever between them.

When it comes to type 2 VO sequences, which never behave as words,
again there are two options. The worse option is to allow lexicalization
to apply and overgenerate. To give an example, [childou4fu3], the nonex-
isting verb will be generated through [chil]v..[dou4fu3]n the idiom phrase.
The alternative is of course to bar lexicalization from applying to type 2
phrases. This indeed is Huang's choice (1984: 73). Now the lexicalization
rule, though barred from applying to type 2 phrases, must apply to type 3
phrases in order to generate their counterpart VO compounds. Recall
that one criticism of ionization is that ionization must be stated as
obligatory when type 3 VO compounds function as phrases. The same
criticism pertains to the lexicalization account: lexicalization must be
stated as obligatory when type 3 VO phrases function as words. Also,
the grammar now distinguishes two different types of VO idiom phrases:
one barred from lexicalization (type 2), and the other allowed for optional
lexicalization (type 3). Incidentally, as noted earlier, while the number
of type 2 VO phrases is vast, type 3 dual-status VO sequences are scarce.
The application of lexicalization to type 3 phrases is therefore at the cost
of marking the majority of VO phrases as barred from lexicalization.

Like ionization, then, the most serious problem with the lexicalization
solution is that there is simply no elegant way to generalize the semantic
properties and syntactic behaviors of its output compound verbs. The
output VO compounds, being full-fledged verbs, vary greatly in terms of
gradeability, subcategorization requirements, aspect marking, selectional
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restrictions on the object, etc., again to name just a few. Here are some
examples.
(33) Tal hen3 fang4xinl ni3.

he very not worry you
'He doesn't worry about you at all.'

(34) Tal (*hen3) fu4ze2 zhei4 jian4 shi4.
he very responsible this CLS matter
'He is (very much) in charge of this matter.'

(35) Ni3 (*hen3) banglmang2 tal (banl jial).
you very help he move home
'You help him (move).'

(36) Ni3 (*hen3) youlmo4 tal (*banl jial).
you very tease he move home
'You tease him (a lot) (about his moving).'

(37) Ni3 danlxinl tal hui4 si3.
you worry he will die
'You are worried that he may die.'

(38) *Ni3 fang4xinl tal hui4 si3.
you not worry he will die
'You are not worried that he may die.'

(39) Tal zai4 danlxinl ni3.
he progressively worry you
'He is worrying about you.'

(40) Tal (*zai4) fang4xinl ni3.
he progressively not worry you
'He is not (being) worried about you.'

(41) Tal hen3 danlxinl ni3 de jiao4yu4.
he very worry you POSS education
'He is very worried about your education.'

(42) ?Tal youlmo4 ni3 de jiao4yu4.
he tease you POSS education
'He teases your education.'

In terms of gradeability, fanglxinl can be modified by an intensifier,
as in (33), but fu4ze2 and banglmang2 cannot, as in (34) and (35); as
for subcategorization requirements, banglmang2 subcategorizes for an
NP object and an optional VP compliment, as in (35), while fang4xinl,
fu4ze2, and youlmo4 subcategorize for an NP object only, as in (33),
(34), and (36). Danlxinl may subcategorize for an S compliment instead
of an NP object, as in (37), but fang4xinl may not, as in (38); further-
more, while danlxinl takes aspect markers, as in (39), fang4xinl does
not, as in (40). And finally, while danlxinl does not seem to impose any
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selectional restrictions on its object, as in (39) and (41), youlmo4 requires
its object to be [4-human], as in (42). These individual requirements of
type 3 compound verbs are shown more completely below.

Grade. Subcat. Asp. Res. on object

danlxinl +
fanglxinl +
fu4ze2
banglmang2 —
youlmo4 -f

NP, VP, S +
NP
NP
NP, <NPVP> +
NP +

none
none
none
human
human

In short, in order to account for all the categorial, functional, and
semantic idiosyncrasies of the output compounds, the lexicalization rule,
like ionization, would need to have as many individual sets of stipulations
as there are applicable type 3 VO phrases. Such ad hoc stipulations
strongly suggest a lexicalist solution, where all categorial, functional, and
semantic information is specified in each of the individual lexical entries
of these compounds, exactly like other words.

5. Dual listing

The general argument against the process-oriented solutions, that is,
ionization and lexicalization, is that they have little productivity and
present tremendous difficulty in generalizing the idiosyncratic outcomes
of their application, although on the surface they seem to offer a prin-
cipled account. Given that the most straightforward solution for type 1
and type 2 sequences is to list them in the lexicon exactly as what they
are: words and idiom phrases respectively, any process-oriented account,
where the few type 3 sequences must undergo a synchronic process,
would complicate the grammar unnecessarily. The obvious solution is
thus to list type 3 sequences as both words and idiom phrases in the
lexicon.12

VO verbs are of course not the only kind of compounds, nor are VO
idioms the only type of idioms. All the other types of VO compounds
(i.e. VO compound nouns and adverbs), W compounds, and NV com-
pounds, as well as other types of idiom phrases must be listed in the
lexicon, quite independent of the analysis of the VO sequences discussed
here. Clearly then, the listing of type 1 as words, type 2 as idiom phrases,
and type 3 as both words and phrases requires only mechanisms that are
already available in the grammar. This dual-listing solution is thus more
a principled account than ionization and lexicalization in that it requires
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no new or additional mechanism and thus does not complicate the
grammar in any way.

Huang's only objection to dual listing is that it does not seem to offer
"any independent principle which forces one to insert a phrase rather
than a word in sentence-final position" (Huang 1984: 70). This would
not be a problem, however, for the principle of subcategorization would
ensure the correct selection (cf. e.g. Her 1991 [1990])13.

(43) *Tal zai4 danlxinl.
he progressively worry
'He is worrying.'

(44) Tal zai4 danl xinl.
he progressively carry heart
'He is worrying.'

(45) Tal zai4 danl shui3.
he progressively carry water
'He is carrying water.'

Take danlxinl the verb and danl..xinl the idiom, for example. In the
dual-listing solution, the syntactic and semantic requirements, idiosyn-
cratic or not, of both can be precisely stated in the entry for a VO verb
or idiom phrase. The lexical entry for · [danl xinl ]^ specifies that it is
transitive and that it specifically subcategorizes for an NP object or an
S complement. When [danlxinl] is inserted in a sentence-final position
as in (43), and an NP object or an S complement subcategorized for by
the verb cannot be fulfilled, the sentence is ruled out. Subcategorization
requirements thus force the selection of the phrase [danl]v..[xinl]n, as
in (44), where it is well formed since the NP object subcategorized for
by danl is fulfilled by xinl. Furthermore, the sentence satisfies the syntac-
tic requirements for the idiomatic reading worry. Sentence (45) is thus
parallel to (44), except that (45) does not satisfy the idiom's requirement
that the object NP be xinl.

6. Conclusion

To summarize, I have first distinguished three types of VO sequences,
assuming the lexical integrity hypothesis of Huang (1984). While there
are many VO sequences that function either as words only or as phrases
only, a relative few are found to be of dual status and function as words
in one context and as phrases elsewhere. Diachronically, all genuine VO
compounds have indeed emerged via the lexicalization of VO phrases,
while ionization also plays a significant role in creating VO idiom phrases.
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Nonetheless, in a synchronic grammar of Chinese, I conclude, VO com-
pounds and VO idiom phrases are simply listed in the lexicon as such;
likewise, the few VO sequences that function as both words and phrases
in different contexts are also listed as such, that is, as both words and
phrases.
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1. Both Huang (1984) and Jin (1991) cover the verb-resultative sequences as well; how-
ever, this paper concerns VO sequences only.

2. Semitransitivity refers to the requirement of a nonovert object. Semitransitive verbs in
Chinese do not allow an objective postverbal NP and therefore the required object
must be fulfilled via an anaphoric relation, for example topicalization, shown in (48),
relativization, in (49), and cleft, in (50).
(46) *Ta na2shou3.

he be-good-at
*He is good at.

(47) *Ta na2shou3 shu4xue2.
He be-good-at math.
Ήβ is good at math.'

(48) Shu4xue2, tal na2shou3.
math he be-good-at
'Math, he is good at/

(49) Tal na2shou3 de kelmu4.
he be-good-at COMP subject
'The subject that he is good at.'

(50) Tal na2shou3 de shi4 shu4xue2.
he be-good-at COMP be math
'What he is good at is math.'

Her (1991, 1994) provides a more comprehensive description of their difierent beha-
viors, a formal account of such behaviors within lexical-functional grammar, and also
an interactionist account of the occurrence of this variation in transitivity; the variation
is attributed to the conflicting requirements of transitivity and intransitivity in lexicali-
zation along two autonomous dimensions within syntax: the constituent structure and
the functional structure.

3. Throughout this paper a VO sequence with word status only is transcribed continu-
ously, such as guanlxinl 'to be concerned'; a sequence with phrasal status only is
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written as V..O, e.g. kaiL.daol 'to operate (surgically)'; and a sequence of possible
dual status has a dash between V and O, e.g. danl-xinl "to be worried", thus an
abbreviation ofdanlxinl plus danL.xinl.

4. Echo questions can of course be formed with she2me replacing Ο in VO compounds,
which simply means that the Ο component forms a phonological unit.

5. The notation x*(y) indicates that y is required for xy to be acceptable, while x(*y)
indicates that xy would be unacceptable.

6. "Perfective marker" is abbreviated as PERF; "progressive marker," PROG; "experien-
tial marker," XPRN; "question particle," PTCL; and "possessive marker," POSS.

7. In the syntactic solution proposed by Sheu (1991) within categorial grammar, strict
lexical integrity is indeed violated (James Huang, personal communication). The conse-
quence is that syntactic rules must now be allowed to refer to nonlexical, nonsyntactic
phonological units such as syllables, because the A-not-AB construction applies to
nearly all disyllabic verbs, including temporarily borrowed foreign words, for example
English crazy.

(51) Ni3 shuol tal CRA bu4 CRAZY?
you say he CRA not crazy
Wouldn't you say he's crazy?'

The heavy price for compromising lexical integrity is thus the complication of gram-
mar. The A-not-AB syntactic rule is now an exception, while all other syntactic rules
refer to lexical or phrasal categories only. Second, there is a handful of VO verbs that
allow only the VO-not-VO but not the V-not-VO question form, what Chao (1968;
426) calls "solid VO compounds." These verbs must be marked as exceptions to this
syntactic duplication rule. While such arbitrary exceptions are not uncommon to mor-
pholexical processes, they are rather uncharacteristic to syntactic processes.

8. Due to their idiomatic nature, it is largely unpredictable whether these VO idioms may
undergo syntactic transformations, and if they may, what; also, there are individual
constraints, as arbitrary as their idiomatic readings, on each transformation allowed.
Nonetheless, the fact that their subparts can all be separated is sufficient evidence,
again according to LIH, that they are phrases, not words.

9. In this formal sense type 3 is superfluous for in actual use a type 3 sequence is either a
compound word, just like a type 1 sequence, or a VO phrase, like a type 2 phrase.
Type 3 is thus identified only in terms of its phonetic form. The lexicalist solution of
dual listing I argue for in section 4 captures this insight.

10. For instance, scissors, trousers, laoSshil 'teacher', and Iao3hu3 'tiger' are arguably
derived respectively from scissor, trouser, shil 'teacher', and huB 'tiger', but the inflected
or derived forms are obviously used more frequently and in wider contexts than the
base forms.

11. To account for the transitive VO compounds that were historically of the [VO] struc-
ture, Jin (1991) attempts a remedy called "restoration," which specifies, "when the two
subparts of them are separated by other words they simply restore their original phrasal
status" (Jin 1991: 46). This idea of "restoration" inherits all the problems of the
ionization account. Furthermore, in the lexicon, among all VO compounds listed, the
ones that are restorable have to be marked as such, since restoration cannot apply to
loan words like youl-mo4 'humor', which have no original phrasal status, but youl le
tal yil mo4 'teased him a bit' is indeed a phrase. And semantically what do the
"restored" idiom phrases, e.g. danL.xinl, "restore" to? Aside from the fact that there
is no definite "original" status to restore to, syntactically or semantically, it is also
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entirely unfounded to assume that naive native speakers possess knowledge of the
history of the language in this regard.

12. Given the increasing evidence that human language processing is often memory-inten-
sive rather than processing-intensive, the lexicalist dual-listing solution, which is
memory-intensive, should be preferred on psycholinguistic grounds even when process-
intensive solutions, such as lexicalization and ionization, are equally valid on formal
grounds.

13. The principle of subcategorization exists in virtually all grammatical theories in various
forms, for example in the completeness and coherence conditions in the theory of lexical-
functional grammar (Bresnan 1982) or similarly in the projection principle in the main-
stream transformational framework (Huang 1982).
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